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Abstract: 
 

     Guided wave ultrasonic is a new technology for pipe line inspection for a long distance in a short time 

like Long Range Ultrasonic Test (LRUT). It uses ultrasound wavelet beyond the range of human hearing 

(10-100 KHz) for detecting local metal lost (corrosion) during conventional pipe line inspection. The 

result of LRUT is A-scan which shows relation between signal amplitude and pipe line distance. Each 

high amplitude signals except spurious signals is produced by a pipe line feature like weld, flange or a 

local (external/internal) corrosion. Finding local metal loss is a normal goal in LRUT but during this study 

the relation between a defined Comparison Factor (Signal/Noise over Attenuation Factor) and pipe line 

internal surface quality (thickness measurement variance in four location around the pipe) is 

excrementally investigated over a new and old pipeline in the same condition and it causes to introduce a 

method for predicting extended internal pipe line quality. This method helps site manager and inspectors 

to know more about internal pipe line quality and corrosion condition and it helps them to make good 

decision about next inspection plan. 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

     The long range, guided wave ultrasonic technique was developed for the rapid pipe line inspection, to 

detect internal and external metal loss and also it can find other pipe line defects such as any mechanical 

damage. Long-range ultrasonic for the first time used in cylindrical components in 1917[1] and guided 

wave inspection was commercially introduced in early 1998 for in-service monitoring of pipes and 

pipelines [2]. The oil and gas industries now use it for detection of corrosion and other metal loss defects 

and it has gained acceptance as a valid means of assessing the condition of pipes and pipelines where 

conventional ultrasound test is difficult, expensive and it takes a lot of time.  

     Guided wave is conventionally called for lamp ultrasonic wave [1]. Because guided wave is confined 

in the structure during propagation guided wave are able to propagate very long distance, so that it is 

called long range ultrasonic test.  During long range ultrasonic test a series of transducer in form of three 

or more rings is used to transmit and receive of Lamp ultrasonic wave.  

     Lamp Wave propagation properties in pipe lines are extremely complicated. Lamp wave have several 

mode of propagation in two modes of wave, torsional, longitudinal and flexural modes, so that related to 

pipe line diameter and thickness, selecting proper frequency and wave mode with the least dispersion is 

very important during the practical exam (Picture 1)[3]. 
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Picture 1- Group velocity dispersion curve [3]. 

2. Defect detection 

 
     Nowadays Lamp wave is used for hundreds of pipe and pipe line in gas and oil industries because of 

its ability to find defects. So it has become a reliable method for detection of internal and external 

corrosion in this industry. Many investigations have been carried out to show this phenomenon that during 

passing lamp wave through each pipe line any discontinuity in pipe thickness will be caused of a wave 

reflection and it acts as a reflector [1, 3, 4, 5].  

     Some investigations have been done to study the effect of reflector size on the signal's reflection. They 

used a notch usually as a reflector. The results of them are always same, increase depth of notches leads to 

increase signal amplitude and it can be a good considerable factor to predict the size of defects. The 

notches are used practically to simulate any kind of metal loss or defects in a pipe line [1, 3, 6].  

     Generally the amount of sound reflected at a boundary between two media dependents upon their 

difference in acoustic appendance. Acoustic impedance is the product of velocity and density.  Therefore 

reflection and refraction can be expected wherever there is a change in velocity across the boundary. 

Because their velocity is frequency, and also wavelength dependent, the velocity of guided waves will 

change where there is a change in thickness of a pipe wall. This could be a decrease in wall thickness, for 

example corrosion, or an increase in wall thickness, such as due to a pipe girth weld, flange or branch.   

Picture 2 illustrates guided wave reflected signals due to some pipe line features like weld, flange, branch, 

Anchor support and a scaling defect. 

 

 
 

Picture 2- Long range ultrasonic test result (A-Scan). 
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Picture 3- Image of metal lost because of scaling. 

 

3. Guided Wave main parameters and comparison parameters 

 
     Assessment of guided wave test is very complicated because it dependents on different parameters 

which must be considered  by LRUT inspectors such as, guided wave parameters (frequency, wave mode, 

…) and  pipe line parameters (thickness, pipe content, pipe diameter, pipe surface condition, pipe features, 

…). 

     Although the main comparison parameter is signal amplitude which is used to detect limited local 

corrosion, in this study two other comparison parameters are used, they include, signal to noise ratio and 

attenuation and thickness dispersion (variance). 

 

      3.1  Attenuation 

 
     The energy of guided wave decreases when it is propagation through the pipe line. There are different 

mechanisms are considered for this phenomena according to reference [7]. 

1-Material attenuation which depends on metal grain size and this factor will be constant during 

each pipe line without   coating part. 

2- Scattering e.g. rough surface produced by general corrosion; 

3-Reflections from features, e.g. welds reduce the diagnostic length; 

4-Mode conversion, e.g. bends and branches reduce the diagnostic length in 

             the mode of interest both by reflection and by mode conversion of the forward 

travelling symmetric wave into non-symmetric modes; 

5- Leakage e.g. radiation of bulk waves into surrounding material such as soil (often not 

very severe) or concrete (very severe if concrete rigidly attached to the pipe) [7]. 

     The guided wave which is propagating along the pipe line has attenuation due to the energy leaking in 

to the surrounding media [8]. According to the last investigation it was obvious that for torsional mode 

attenuation because of leaking is equal to zero. Material attenuation during a pipe line inspection is 

constant because it isn't changed and if there are not so much features like welds and bend and branch, the 

only factor will be scattering which can be causes for changing attenuation during a pipe line inspection 

and also it can be a main factor to compare between rough internal surface and uniform internal surface. 

 

     3.2   Signal Amplitude and Signal to Noise Ratio 

 
     Several investigations have been established about the size of defects. It is obviously that in some 

cases which notches are simulated insist of defects, increase depth of notches causes increase signal 

amplitude. In the other hand high reflection coefficient will be causes of deep defects [4, 5, 9].  It must be 

noticed that this kind of defect which can be detected by high signal amplitude, are limited local corrosion 
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or any metal lost in limited part of pipe line. But extended general corrosion can be difficult to detect 

because there is not a signal to follow up and they high level of noise. 

     Therefore signal to noise ratio is a good comparison factors. 

     Reflection coefficient is dependent on the signal to noise ratio for the specific application it also 

depends on the calibration of the system which is done by using reference reflectors such as welds as a 

20% reflection. 

     The signal to noise ration can be different because of pipe site condition such as any vibration can be 

cause of increasing noise level, pipe diameter and pipe condition [3].  

      Long range ultrasonic guided wave will be able to achieve better sensitivity to smaller defect with 

significant improvement in signal to noise ratio for a variety of test conditions [10]. 

 

     3.3 Thickness dispersion (Variance) 

 
     In two previous sections if all pipe line condition is assumed to be constant without any effective 

feature internal corrosion will influence on Signal to noise ratio and attenuation value. To make a relation 

between signal parameters and pipe internal quality, it is necessary to introduce variance as a 

mathematical quantity.   

     For a good quality internal pipe if 4 parts of pipe area be measured by thickness measurement, four 

numbers will be obtained with low dispersion, for example 8, 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 mm but for a not good internal 

quality pipe theses measurements will have more dispersion, for example 7, 8, 8.5, 9 mm. 

     It is obvious that pipe lines with more dispersion thickness measurements have bigger variance number 

which can be used as a comparison number. This is schematically shown in Picture 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Picture 4- Cross section of a good (a) and bad (b) quality pipe line. 

 

 

4. LRUT Pipe Line Inspection 

 
     After more than 800Km oil and gas pipe line long rang ultrasonic test and more than 12000 test 

locations in Aghajari Oil and Gas Regions as the biggest LRUT project in Middle East, the results of tests 

and some valuable experiences were obtained and they are used in this study. 

     Long range ultrasonic inspection will be more complicated because large number of parameters 

influences on signal A-scan results. Also each defects change the normal form of signals. 

     Two kinds of pipe defects can be identified by long range ultrasonic inspection, internal and external 

defects and in this part they will be mentioned. 

     External defects include, manufacturing defects like wavy surface, lamination, and weld defects or in 

servicing defects such as metal lost area which is called pitting without corrosion product, scaling with a 

layer of corrosion products. These external defects are not so much critical because they can be detected 
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visually and using high tech and expensive methods will not be necessary to find them. But they must be 

noticed during the long range ultrasonic test because they may cause interfering with internal defects. 

     In the other hand in a pipe line with external defects especially any kind of extended external corrosion 

finding internal defects will be very difficult. These defects directly influence on the signal to noise ratio 

and attenuation value. 

     Other kinds of defects are internal corrosions which are divided to main group, in the first group a 

thick layer of corrosion products which is called fouling forms inside the pipe and causes wave damping 

which has been investigated before [10]. Also the second group of internal corrosion is formed by 

corrosion wherever the corrosion products are washed by media flow and it only causes to reduce pipe 

wall thickness. This kind of defect can be formed in a limited area with high level signal and it can be 

detected easily and it is the main goal of long range ultrasonic test or it can be form in an extended area 

during the pipe line. The last one causes increasing the level of noise and decreasing diagnostic length but 

it is difficult to detect and it is important because of future pipe line leakage in these areas and this critical 

points needs more follow up. 

 

5. Materials and methods 
 

     To find relation between comparison parameters and internal extended pipe line quality, result of a pile 

line PR 41 is used. The inspection of this pipe line operated in 572 test locations. Pipe Line characters 

are listed below: 

Pipe Location: Sowaireh Manifold to Ragsefid 1 

Pipe Content: Crude Oil 

Nominal diameter (inch): 12 

Nominal Wall Thickness (mm): 8.38 

Material Grade: API 5L X52 

     This pipe line run about 40 years ago and a part of it has been repaired recently. 

From old part 25 shot location results and from new part 10 shot location results were selected and their 

data is used in this study. 

     It was tried to select the shots without any effective external parameters. Any shots with pitting, 

scaling, wavy surface, pipe support damage, not regular welds, existing bend between first and second 

weld were emitted from selecting list. Also it was tried to select shots with symmetric DAC and welds in 

forward and backward of each shot. 

     In some cases the forward and backward were not the same, which side with perfect welds and same 

level of noise with the noise of around the collar were selected. 

     Near the collar, 4 thickness measurements were carried out around the pipe and assume that these 

results are same for other part of the pipe near the collar location. 

     For each shot location attenuation parameter, signal to noise ration parameter, Variance of four 

thickness measurement were obtained and they are used in this paper. 

     Also it was tried to select shots from three frequencies 20, 27 and 37 KHz, this different frequency 

from 20 to 37 KHz may cause dispersion in the final results.  

     In these selected shots during short distance from collar the level of noise was constant because it 

needs to have a same propertied in this distance.     
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Picture 5- Shot result (A-scan result), Signal/Noise parameter and Attenuation parameter. 

 

 

6. Experimental Results and Discussion 
 

     As it was mentioned before, during PR 41 inspection 25 proper shots (Refer to section 5) from old pipe 

and 10 proper shots from new pipe line were selected, from each shots these values were obtained: 

• Signal/noise ( first weld amplitude as a signal amplitude in forward or backward depend on 

condition ) 

• Attenuation (between first and second weld signal amplitude in forward or backward depend on 

condition) 

     To obtain an intensified comparison parameter Signal/Noise value was divided to Attenuation value. In 

this paper this is called as Comparison Factor. 

     Theoretically it was mentioned that bad internal pipe quality shots have smaller signal/noise and bigger 

attenuation and finally the Comparison Factor will be smaller.   

     The other numerical parameter is thickness variance. Thickness variance shows the internal quality of 

pipe line and test locations with higher thickness variance value have worse internal quality. 

     Relation between Comparison Factor and Variance Factor is shown in Chart 1 for old pipe line and in 

Chart 2 for new pipe line.  
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Chart 1- Relation between Comparison factor and variance Factor for old pipe line. 

 

 
 

Chart 2- Relation between Comparison factor and variance Factor for new pipe line. 

 

     It is obvious that for both new and old pipe line Variance Factor decreasing due to good pipe internal 

quality causes Comparison Factor increasing. It means that with having Comparison Factor we can predict 

the pipe line quality without thickness measurement because it takes a lot of time. 

     It is experimentally proved from Chart 3 that if an obtained Comparison Factor (for a constant pipe 

line) is more than a critical value (For this pipe line is 40), the pipe quality will be good because for all 

points Variance Factor are less than another critical value (For this pipe line is 0.4, this value is selected a 

critical point for bad and good internal pipe quality because all points of new pipe line are less than this 

value for this pipe line). 

     And finally all points with Comparison Factor less than 40 must be followed up and these points need 

more assessment because they may be high risk points. 

     This method can help LRUT inspectors to find the critical points of a pipe line more quickly and 

easily. 
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Chart 3- Relation between Comparison Factor and Variance Factor for old and new pipe line. 

 

7. Conclusion 
     

     Guided wave under a few hundred KHz is very useful for quickly inspecting large distance of a pipe 

line from a test location. For each long range ultrasonic test result a Comparison Factor is defined 

Signal/noise divided to attenuation. Experimentally it is proved that Comparison Factor is used to predict 

extended internal corrosion. So that during each pipe line long range ultrasonic test inspection first of all, 

any external defects and features such as, welds, flange, branch, pipe support, bends, rough surface, 

pitting, scaling, wavy surface,… must be detected visually. Then any high amplitude signal must be 

consider as a possible point of local limited internal corrosion.  Finally if there aren't any external defects 

and limited local internal corrosions using Comparison Factor helps the inspectors to predict the general 

internal pipe quality. Critical points of a pipe line can be found quickly without so many thickness 

measurements by this method during pipe line inspection. 
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